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Introduction 

[I] This case concerns three appeals from a decision of the Weathertight Homes 

Tribunal. The subject matter of the proceedings is a house built in 200 I in the 

Whitby area of Wellington. In 2008, moisture issues emerged. The then owners of 

the house, Mr and Mrs Beattie, are the third registered owners of the property, They 

took the matter to the Tribunal to recover repair costs which are in the order of 

$380,000. 

C 

[2] The arrangements for the building of the house were that the pnmary 

responsibility lay with a company then called Homecreators Limited. The principal 

of the company was Mr David Smithson. They are the third and fourth respondents 

respectively.1 Mr Smithson was project manager. For the purpose of these 

proceedings, he accepted liability for any sub-contractors whom he had engaged. 

[3] The original owners of the property were Mr and Mrs Jones. They had a 

friend, a Mr Stephen Mackfall, who was the principal of a cladding company, 

Texturite Coatings Limited. Mr and Mrs Jones wanted their friend to do the cladding 

work, and to pay him directly. The arrangement that was reached was the cladding 

work would stand outside the main house contract.2 Texturite Coatings Limited no 

longer exists and is not a party to the proceedings. 

( 
[4] The third major player is the Porirua City Council which was of course 

responsible for giving building inspection approval at the various stages. 

[5] The fourth participant is Mr Grant Bennett, and his company Inspect It I st 

Limited. He had nothing to do with the building, but did do a pre-purchase 

inspection for Mr and Mrs Beattie in 2007 before they purchased the property. Both 

are parties as an issue arises regarding the capacity in which Mr Bennett did the 

inspection. 

2 
Homecreators Limited is now called Stockland Limited. 
Mr Mackfall disputed this. He said he and his company were subcontractors. The Tribunal 
found otherwise, and there is no appeal on this point. 



The decision and the appeals 

[6] Before the Tribunal, there was a large measure of agreement over what the 

defects to the house were, and how much it would cost to fix. The hearing really 

concerned who was responsible for the defects, and to what extent. 

C 

[7] A panel of experts identified the mam defects, and also had an agreed 

position on the extent to which each defect contributed to the overall problem. The 

Experts' Report also then identified a sequencing of the people who could be held 

responsible for each defect, without attributing responsibility within the people 

named. The Tribunal made the findings within each defect as to who was to be held 

responsible. Finally, the experts assessed the percentage that each defect contributed 

to the overall loss. 

[8] As a last step, the Adjudicator made an apportionment between the parties he 

held responsible for the loss: 

(a) the Council's share of liability was assessed at 30 per cent; 

(b) the builder's at 7 .5 per cent; 

( c) the cl adder/plasterer at 62.5 per cent. 

( [9] Perhaps the main issue on the appeal is the position of Mr Mackfall. He 

maintains that his company, Texturite Coatings, was the contracting party. He 

appeals the finding of the Adjudicator that the contract was with him personally. If 

he is successful on that appeal, the Council has cross-appealed, claiming that 

Mr Mackfall, in his capacity as director and agent of the company, became 

personally liable for the cladding shortcomings. 

[ l O] Second, Mr Bennett is the pre-purchase inspector. He also says the contract 

was with his company, not him personally. The Adjudicator disagreed, or 

alternatively held Mr Bennett to be nevertheless personally liable. The Adjudicator 

found that Mr Bennett was negligent in failing to draw the Beatties' attention to the 



risks associated with a building of this type. However, the Adjudicator went on to 

hold that Mr Bennett was nevertheless not responsible for any of the loss suffered 

through the deficient building work. Accordingly, he was not directed to pay money 

to the claimants, nor was he included in the exercise that apportioned responsibility 

between the respondents. The Council appeals this, and is supported in the appeal by 

the builder, Mr Smithson. 

[ I I] Finally, there is an issue between the parties as to what the effect of the 

adjudication was. In particular, what is the individual liability of each of the three 

tortfeasors to the claimant? The claimants say the joint tortfeasor rule means they 

can look to any of the liable respondents for the total loss. This is disputed. 

C 
[ I 2] I deal with the issues in turn, starting with Mr Bennett's position. 

Issue one - the liability of the pre purchase inspector 

[ I 3] Mr Bennett carried out a pre-purchase inspection. The Adjudicator held him 

to have been negligent in that he did not alert the purchasers to the risks involved 

with this type of property, namely that it was a house without eaves in a high wind 

zone. However, as noted, despite this finding of negligence, the Adjudicator held 

Mr Bennett not liable to pay compensation to the claimants. The Council appeals 

this outcome, and is supported by Mr Smithson. 

( [14] Mr Bennett acts for himself. He did not file anything in relation to the 

appeal. He appeared in person and presented oral submissions which focussed on 

why he was not negligent rather than on the issue of liability if negligent. Pursuant 

to r 20. I I ( 4)(a) of the High Court Rules, I consider it appropriate to allow this to 

happen. 

[ I 5] The Tribunal's ruling presents challenges for an appeal. First, because 

Mr Bennett was held negligent for not commenting on something, the Tribunal made 

no findings on the main challenges to Mr Bennett, namely that the Inspection Report 

was at fault in what it did say. In this regard there were claims of negligence, under 

the Fair Trading Act I 986 that were not addressed, but which are again advanced on 



appeal. Second, the basis on which liability was found is not clear. Mr Bennett said 

the contract was with his company. The Tribunal seems to accept this since it says 

his liability was as director and employee. There is then, however, no analysis of 

why personal responsibility is imposed. Third, having found Mr Bennett negligent, 

the Tribunal makes no award against him because he did not cause the loss. This 

appears to be a reference to the building defects, but of course the alleged causative 

link between Mr Bennett's negligence and Mr and Mrs Beattie is that the Beatties 

would not have bought the house had Mr Bennett not been negligent. This question 

is not addressed. 

[16] In his submissions on behalf of the Council, Mr Robertson contends that: 

( 
(a) the contract was with Mr Bennett personally, and was breached; 

and/or 

(b) Mr Bennett personally owed a common law duty of care and breached 

that; and/or 

(c) Mr Bennett breached the Fair Trading Act 1986 in that he engaged in 

misleading conduct in trade, and thereby caused loss. 

( 

[17] The essential proposition is that if Mr Bennett had done his job properly, the 

Beatties would not have bought the property and therefore they would not have 

suffered any loss. Mr Robertson invites the Court to attribute 25 per cent of the loss 

to Mr Bennett. 

[18] Having reviewed the material, I consider it is clear that the contract was with 

Mr Bennett personally, trading under a name "Inspect It lst''. Mr Bennett's office 

was contacted by Mr Beattie who had been given Mr Bennett's card, probably by the 

land agent. The card refers to "Inspect It l st,, and thereafter gives Mr Bennett's 

personal details. There is a reference on the card to a website, but nowhere is it 

mentioned that the business is a company. The same is true of the Inspection Report 

itself. The only references are to the trading name and to Mr Bennett. 



[ 19] The inspection occurred within a very short space of time of being requested 

and the Report was then provided to Mr Beattie. By that stage, there was nothing to 

suggest that the Beatties were dealing with anyone other than Mr Bennett personally. 

Any reference to a company (which came through the invoice) occurred after the 

contract was entered into, and indeed after the work had been done. By then it is too 

late to suggest the company was the other party. Accordingly, I consider 

Mr Bennett's liability is to be assessed on the basis that he was contracting, and 

undertaking the work, in his personal capacity. 

( 

[20] The specific finding of negligence focuses on what Mr Bennett failed to do, 

rather than on any defects in what the Inspection Report did say. Despite some 

expert evidence challenging the conclusions made in the Report, there is no finding 

at all by the Adjudicator on the contents of the Report and their accuracy and 

adequacy. However, on appeal the Council repeats its criticisms of the Report, and 

invites alternative findings of negligence and breach of s 9 of the Fair Trading 

Act 1986. It is convenient to look at these prior to considering the Tribunal's 

findings. 

[21] The main commentary on the Inspection Report came from two experts who 

were engaged in the proceedings primarily to comment on the damage, the causes, 

and the repairs needed. Mr Cooney was engaged by the Council, and Ms Johnson by 

the builder. Mr Beattie, the claimant, did not call evidence on this aspect of the case. 

( [22] Mr Cooney said he was familiar with preparing reports on the 

weathertightness of a house. It is to be observed, however, that Mr Bennett was not 

engaged to do a weathertightness report, and the Adjudicator expressly noted this in 

his ruling. Ms Johnson, who was engaged by the builder, is likewise experienced; 

she noted that she had in the past done pre-purchase inspection reports, but not 

within the preceding five years. She commented generally, but quite briefly, on 

particular aspects of Mr Bennett's approach with which she disagreed. The evidence 

related particularly to the way a moisture meter was used. 



[23] Mr Bennett's position is that none of the moisture issues which emerged in 

2008 were apparent when he did his inspection in 2007. Having read the available 

evidence I am satisfied that the contrary evidence is insufficient to prove him wrong. 

This appears, in part, to be a consequence of the fact that such expert evidence as 

there is on the topic appears to me to be ancillary to the main role of the witnesses. 

( 

[24] Mr Robertson placed weight on the conclusions reached by Whata J in Mok 

and Ho v Balderson, a leaky building case where the sole focus of the appeal was on 

the liability of the pre-purchase inspector.3 However, what is most noticeable to me 

is the depth of evidence that was presented in that case about the condition of the 

house at the time of the inspection. The contrast with the present proceedings is 

stark. On the written record I have found it impossible to identify clearly what 

defects would have been visible, or should have been detected, at the time of the 

inspection. The evidence is not specifically focussed on that and accordingly, I 

decline to reach a finding of liability on bases other than that reached by the 

Adjudicator. 

[25] That then leaves the actual finding, which was that it was negligent of 

Mr Bennett not to alert the purchasers to the risk factors attaching to this sort of 

building. Given my preceding finding, this question must be assessed against the 

background that this seven year old house was not displaying signs of 

weathertightness issues at the time the Report was written. 

( [26] The house was built in 200 I; by 2007 when the inspection was done, the 

problems being experienced in New Zealand with leaky homes were well known. 

There is a Building Standard specifically dedicated to pre-purchase inspection 

reports. It had been amended in 2005 to reflect leaky home concerns. It is referred 

to in Mr Bennett's contractual documentation which says the Report will be 

conducted in accordance with it. Mr Bennett says he complied with it. 

Mok and Ho v Balderson HC Auckland CIV 2010-404-007292, 20 April 2011, Whata J. 



[27] The Standard begins: 

Recent events in the building industry relating to weathertightness and 
durability have highlighted failures in construction, design, material 
selection, construction and supervision and the necessity for on-going 
maintenance on all buildings. On-going maintenance on the structure, roof, 
plumbing, electrical and gas systems is often neglected and yet they pose 
high risk factors to the overall integrity of buildings. 

This Standard was prepared to introduce consistency and reliability into the 
inspection of residential properties. 

[28] Relevant to the present finding of negligence in failing to warn about the 

risks with a house such as this, para 2.2.3 says: 

C 
The inspector shall consider, when making the assessment, matters such as 
instability, weathertightness risk (see Appendix A) and the standard of 
workmanship. 

[29] In response, however, to the negligence finding based on a failure to 

comment, Mr Bennett places weight on para 2.1.4 of the Standard which states that, 

although the Standard identifies various areas and matters that should be inspected: 

it is not necessary to report on each one. Inspectors may choose to report 
only on an 'exceptions or information basis' i.e., listing only significant 
defects, rather than also reporting items which are in an acceptable 
condition. 

[30] Appendix A, to which para 2.2.3 refers, contains six topics and identifies for 

each of them the risk factors attaching to that topic. For example the first topic 

provides: 

A. Wind Zone Low Risk Low wind zone ) 

Medium Risk Medium wind zone ) As described by 

High Risk High wind zone ) NZS 3604 

Very High Risk Very high wind zone ) 



[31] The other topics are the number of storeys, the roof/wall intersection design, 

the width of the eaves, the envelope complexity, and the deck design. The Appendix 

notes itself to be sourced in cl E2/ AS 1 External Moisture of the New Zealand 

Building Code. It says that a reader should refer to E2/ AS 1 for the risk matrix and 

evaluation. 

[32] Finally in relation to the Standard, I note that Appendix A is described as 

being "Informative Only". This is a reference back to para 1.7.4 which provides: 

The terms "Normative" and "Informative" have been used in this Standard to 
define the application of the Appendix to which they apply. A "Normative" 
Appendix is an integral part of a Standard whereas an "Informative" 
Appendix is only for information and guidance. Informative provisions do 

( not form part of the mandatory requirements of the Standard. 

[33] Instinctively the obvious answer to Mr Bennett's reliance on para 2. I .4 of the 

Standard is that his position is far too general. While the Rule on which he relies 

says there is no obligation to report on everything that has been inspected, 

nevertheless in a particular case there may well be such an obligation in relation to a 

particular topic. It depends on the circumstances. So it is not necessarily an answer 

to a claim of culpable omission to rely on 2.1.4. The issue is whether the particular 

circumstances made it negligent in this case not to go further and offer a general 

weathertightness comment about the house. 

[34] None of these provisions I have cited from the Standard were mentioned by 

the Adjudicator who found Mr Bennett's negligence to be the failure: 

to raise with Mr and Mrs Beattie any of the risk factors relating to the 
property. If they had been aware of those risk factors they could have taken 
those into account when considering the generally positive contents of the 
inspection report which recorded all the moisture levels as being "good". 

[35] The cited passage is the extent of the Adjudicator's discussion of the duty of 

care. It is not apparent why it was thought to be incumbent on Mr Bennett in this 

case to provide advice about the type of house, notwithstanding that on the basis of 

his inspection it was in sound condition. 



[36] The doubts I have which stem from the lack of any articulation of why in this 

· particular case there was such a duty are reinforced by a consideration of the 

evidence. Turning first to the written briefs, Mr Cooney is silent on the topic on 

which Mr Bennett was found negligent. However, Ms Johnson notes that the 

Inspection Report is: 

without sufficient advice to alert the reader to industry known issues with 
EIFS cladding. 

( 

[37] Thus, for Ms Johnson the source of an obligation to warn generally would lie 

in the nature of the cladding used. However, the Tribunal, plainly having in mind 

Appendix A, bases its conclusion not on that but on quite different matters, namely 

the high wind zone, and the absence of eaves. 

[38] Moving to the oral evidence, in cross-examination of Mr Bennett, the topic of 

the risk factors is touched on. First, Mr Beattie asks Mr Bennett if he knows it is a 

high wind zone. The response is yes, because Mr Bennett believes the whole of 

Porirua is a high wind zone. Next, the absence of eaves is mentioned but no specific 

question is asked. 

[39] It then seems that the Adjudicator picks the topic up. There are a series of 

seven questions or comments. I use the word "seems" because a significant 

disadvantage for an appeal comt is that none of the Adjudicator's comments or 

questions over the entire two days are transcribed. Instead they are always recorded 

as "inaudible". That means that whilst I can infer the general subject being 

discussed, and can tell from the transcribed answers that Mr Bennett advanced his 

2.1.4 argument, I am otherwise in the dark. 

[40] That is the sum of the evidence which could underlie the Adjudicator's 

assessment. I am not to be taken as saying evidence of a particular type will always 

be necessary, but here I am concerned by the package of limited evidence and 

limited reasons. It is not clear to me why there was a duty in this case on Mr Bennett 

to comment generally on weathertightness issues. The house had been built for 

seven years and was not showing signs of moisture issues (at least as the evidence 

stands). If as I suspect the existence of the duty was based on Appendix A to the 



Standard, there needed to be a much fuller consideration. What were the factors in 

this case that turned a "for information only" guideline into the source of a duty to 

comment on matters raised in the guideline. Were there case specific factors about 

the expectations of the Beatties, and were these conveyed to Mr Bennett, who it 

seems never talked to Mr Beattie before doing the Report? 

C 

[ 41] The end result is that I uphold the conclusion that Mr Bennett is not liable but 

for different reasons. I am not satisfied that it was properly established he owed a 

duty which he breached. I did consider whether to refer this aspect back. However, 

on the current evidence I doubt that such a duty could be established to exist, and 

given the status quo is that Mr Bennett has been found to have no liability, I consider 

it appropriate just to confirm that outcome. 

Issue two - the personal liability of Mr Mackfall for the defective cladding work 

[ 42] As noted Mr Mackfall was friends with the original owners. They had visited 

his house and liked what they saw. They wanted to use his services to do the 

cladding work. 

[ 43] Mr Mackfall was owner and director of a company called Texturite Coatings 

Limited. The company did two main types of cladding work: 

(a) gib stopping and solid plastering which was done by employees; 

(b) specialist proprietary systems such as the EIFS system used here 

where generally subcontractors were used. Mr Mackfall was certified 

in such work but his employees were not. 

[44] The proposition was advanced before the Tribunal that the contract to do the 

cladding was with Mr Mackfall personally rather than with his company. It seems a 

somewhat unlikely proposition since the original owner Mr Jones, and the other 

alleged party Mr Mackfall, both said otherwise. But nevertheless the Adjudicator 

upheld the proposition. Mr Mackfall appeals. 



[45] The reasoning of the Adjudicator was that; 

(a) Mr Jones was a personal friend of Mr Mackfall and wanted him to do 

the work; 

(b) the only record of the contract was a facsimile quote. It was sent to 

Mr Jones and signed by Steve Mackfall. There is no description of 

Mr Mackfall as director; 

(c) Mr Smithson, the builder, testified he was told the contract was with 

Mr Mackfall. The Adjudicator believed his evidence, and preferred it 

to the homeowner's evidence where there was a conflict. ( 

[ 46] Mr Davie, on behalf of Mr Smithson made submissions in 'support of the 

finding. Mr Roberston for the Council was somewhat more dubious. Whilst 

supporting Mr Davie, he sought to advance alternative bases on which Mr Mackfall 

might have personal liability. 

( 

[47] I have no doubt the appeal must be allowed on this point. The starting point 

must obviously be that the alleged parties to the contract deny it, and say that the 

contract was with the company. Whilst that is not determinative, one would expect 

reasonably compelling evidence before a contrary conclusion was reached. Such 

evidence does not exist here. It is also to be recalled that at the time this contract 

was made, Mr Mackfall was not physically capable of personally doing the work. 

So, someone else was always going to be doing it. It would be an odd decision, 

therefore, for him to nevertheless personally contract to do it. And, furthermore, to 

do so notwithstanding that he had a company which did such work, and which, with 

a turnover of more than $1 million per annum, no doubt required a lot of his time to 

manage. 

[ 48] Turning to the evidence, from a credibility viewpoint, the Adjudicator 

believed Mr Smithson and there is no basis on appeal to differ. However, it is still 

necessary to consider exactly what his evidence was. It is to be recalled that 

Mr Smithson was the builder and project manager, but unusually the cladding 



arrangements stood outside that agreement. When asked why he thought there was a 

personal contract between Mr Jones and Mr Mackfall, Mr Smithson said: 

A: well the same person's responsible. Steve was engaged to do this 
work. As I say I never had a contract with. I've never seen a 
contract. I've never been in a contract. I haven't seen any 
paperwork from day one still to this day. I've asked for it several 
times when I've been on the phone at the phone conferences but he 
still never produced it. So to my knowledge Steve Mackfall was 
engaged and Steve Mackfall was paid by the client. Not Texturite 
but may be they were. May be they were, may be they weren't. I 
mean you tell me. Provide the contract. 

Q: Well you sent your invoice to Texturite Coatings Limited, not 
Steve Mackfall didn't you? 

( A: We reinvoiced to Texturite Coatings Limited because Steve asked us 
to. We would write the invoice out to the man on the moon if we 
were asked to and we were going to get paid by the man on the 
moon. We weren't fussed who was going to pay us. The point is he 
did pay us of course or his company did. But I guess that was more 
tax effective. You'd have to ask him about that. 

Q: Ok. So your evidence is that you don't know who was contracted. 

A: I know who was contracted. Steve Mackfall was. 

Q: On what basis do you make that presumption. 

A: Because Mr Jones employed Steve Mackfall. I have no other 
documentation to show me anything other than. So as I say why 
don't you produce some of the other evidence then I could perhaps 
comment on that. 

Q: Well we do. We have Mr Mackfall's evidence and Mr Jones' 
evidence were more reliable parties giving evidence than you. 

A: I beg to differ and I'd rather see the paperwork than have some 
words put on a paper 10 years after the fact. 

Q: Well it's a bit difficult when there is no documentation because ... 

A: So if there was no documentation I put it to you that Mackfall must 
have been engaged by Mr Jones direct and paid cash. Therefore he 
has to have been in contract with him. 

[ 49] Later Mr Smithson added: 

A: They told me so. 

Q: Who told you. 



A: Mr Jones and Mr Mackfall both told me that. Steve said that yes he 
was doing the work and he was engaged by Mr Jones. And Jones 
told me that Steve was doing it. As I say I knew that even before I 
saw Mr and Mrs Jones. But you're asking me which entity and I 
have no idea about entity. I just know the person, Mr Mackfall. 

[50] In my view this evidence is equally consistent with a scenario that 

Mr Mackfall's company was the contracting party. There is nothing specific in 

Mr Smithson's knowledge that supports differentiating between the two options. 

The idea that the contract was with Mr Mackfall personally is really a question of 

what Mr Smithson thinks, not what he knows. 

C 
[51] The other evidence all points towards the contract being with the company. 

First, Mr Jones said it was with the company and he denied being concerned that 

Steve Mackfall attend to it personally. Indeed, he said he knew of Texturite's good 

reputation and was influenced by this. Second, the quote was on Texturite Coatings 

Limited letterhead. There is nothing in the fact that Mr Mackfall when signing the 

quote does not title himself director. In evidence were several other Texturite 

quotations relating to other clients and the signature style was the same. 

[52] Further, contact with Mr Mackfall was through Texturite and at Texturite 

premises. This is not a situation of someone doing a job on the side or at weekends. 

There is no discernible point of difference between this case and one where Texturite 

was the contracting party, 

( [53] Next, an employee of Texturite who was the general on-site foreman for 

Texturite gave evidence that two named subcontractors "were contracted by 

Texturite to install the polystyrene cladding and associated work". The contractors 

were experienced in the particular cladding system and had worked for Texturite 

before. This evidence is consistent with Mr Mackfall's own evidence. There is no 

doubt that these subcontractors did the work, and, as noted, in such circumstances it 

would make little sense for Mr Mackfall to personally contract with Mr Jones. 

[54] The underlying theory being advanced by Mr Davie in support of the 

Tribunal's finding was that it was a personal contract because it was a cash job. But 

there is very little evidence to support that. It is true that there is no written contract, 



but ultimately that does not take one very far. There was no evidence of a 

consistently different practice followed by Texturite in other cases that might suggest 

different arrangements applied here. 

[55] Mr Davie, like the Tribunal, made something of the fact that Mr Jones had 

been to Mr Mackfall's house and liked what he had done there. It is, in my view, a 

non-sequitur to say that supports the proposition that engaging Mr Mackfall to do the 

work on Mr Jones' house was a personal contract rather than one entered into with 

Mr Mackfall's company. As Mr Jones said, what they wanted was the same finish, 

and did not care about the mechanics. Personally engaging Mr Mackfall was 

irrelevant to obtaining the same finish. 

[56] A second feature relied on was that Mr Mackfall was certified to do this 

work. But the evidence was that so were the contractors. It does not advance 

matters, especially since there is no suggestion Mr Mackfall was ever going to 

personally do the work. 

( 

[57] In my view, this is not a case of the evidence not being sufficient. Rather, the 

clear preponderance of the evidence favours the alternative proposition, namely that 

the contract was with Texturite. One must again return to the fact that the person 

getting the work done says this, the quotation is on Texturite letterhead, and a then 

employee of Texturite says the subcontractors were engaged by Texturite. Against 

this one only really has the deficit in formal written records, and Mr Smithson's 

evidence which is not compelling in terms of the basis on which he asserts the 

contrary. 

[58] Accordingly, I allow the appeal on this point and hold that the contract was 

between Mr Jones and Texturite Coatings Limited. That is not, however, the end of 

the matter because the Council have cross-appealed on the basis that the 

circumstances in which the work was done gave rise to personal duties on the part of 

Mr Mackfall. The Adjudicator also held this to be the case, so I look first at those 

reasons. 



[59] There is a section in the Ruling under appeal which is headed "The Liability 

of Mr Mackfall as Director". It is an alternative consideration of whether, if the 

contract was with the company, Mr Mackfall might be nevertheless liable. The 

Adjudicator's analysis begins with Mr Mackfall's status as director, and considers 

whether it can be said he assumed personal responsibility for the obligations of the 

company. In this context, a passage is cited from Body Corporate 183523 v Tony Tay 

and Associates.' 

Similarly Heath J in Nielsen held that a director was personally exposed in a 
situation where he had primary responsibility for supervising construction 
work, which supervision extended to co-ordinating subtrades and ensuring 
work was carried out in accordance with the plans and specifications. 

( [60] The Adjudicator held that on the facts there was a personal obligation on 

Mr Mackfall as director to ensure work carried out in the company's name met 

standards either expressly or impliedly contained in the contract. However, what 

evidence and reasoning underlies this conclusion is not spelt out. There is no 

separate analysis of what Mr Mackfall did that might mean he personally owed a 

duty of care. Indeed, there is a hint that liability is being imposed solely because he 

is a director of Texturite, but of itself that cannot be enough. Given the size of the 

company, the arrangements that were entered into, his sparse visits to the site 

(probably once at most) and the fact that the contractors were themselves certified to 

install the proprietary system, why did Mr Mackfall have a personal duty distinct 

from the company's obligations? The basis on which the Tribunal finds a duty is not 

clear and could not be upheld. 
( 

[61] Before leaving the Tribunal's reasons and turning to the arguments presented 

by Mr Robertson, I note that another suggested route to liability that possibly 

emerges in the Ruling is the proposition that it was a term of the contract between 

Mr Jones and Texturite that Mr Mackfall would personally supervise. If it was, and 

if that did not happen, it would be a breach by Texturite, but the reality is that there is 

no evidential basis at all to find that term existed. Shortly put, there is no written 

term to that effect, and the oral evidence is to the opposite effect. 

Body Corporate 183523 v Tony Tay and Associates HC Auckland CIV 2004-404-4824, 
30 March 2009 Priestly J at 152. 



[62] I turn then to the bases on which the Council contends a duty existed. The 

propositions advanced were: 

(a) Mr Mackfall had a common law duty of care, because of his on-site 

visits, to ensure that the work undertaken by contractors or employees 

of the company was appropriately supervised; 

(b) Mr Mackfall personally designed, or took responsibility for, the detail 

used to construct the flashing used at the end of the parapet junctions 

between the plastering system, the roof apron flashings, and the 

timber fascia ends. This design was deficient, and Mr Mackfall 

breached a duty of care he owed to the claimants; 

(c) following construction, defects were brought to Mr Mackfall 's 

attention. He personally assumed responsibility for repair. The repair 

was inadequate and negligent, and Mr Mackfall thereby breached his 

duty owed to the complainants. 

[63] Before addressing these I comment generally on what is being claimed. The 

relevant law in the area of leaky buildings has been often enough restated. I have 

found the judgment of Priestley J in Body Corporate 183523 v Tony Tay et al 
particularly helpful. ' both for its discussion of principle and its summary of other 

decisions in the area. I gratefully adopt the principles enunciated in that case. 

[64] What seems clear is that in order to establish personal liability it is necessary 

to point to a. person's actual role in contributing to the defects. Liability does not 

stem from the status of a director, nor is that status a defence or immunity if the 

individual is indeed a tortfeasor in his or her own right. In Tony Tay a labour only 
builder with limited control was held to be a tortfeasor; however, Mr Tay, who had 

directorial roles in most of the companies involved in the project from the outset, 

was not. This highlights it is a case specific inquiry, requiring a focus on the actual 

conduct of the respondent. 

I also refer to the helpful discussion in Company Law in New Zealand Watts Campbell and Hare 
Lexis Nexis 2011, at 3 .13 et seq. 



[65] At the oral hearing Mr Robertson accepted that an evidential basis was not 

present on which to establish the first two alleged duties. It is appropriate, however, 

to briefly set out why that is indeed so. In doing so it is noted in fairness to all 

parties that the construction events had occurred nine years prior to the hearing. 

Different recollections of things such as the number of site visits are therefore to be 

expected. 

[66] The structure employed by Texturite tells against Mr Mackfall having a 

personal liability in the construction phase. His role was administration, and the 

evidence was that he rarely visited sites. When the contract was to install 

polystyrene cladding, none of Texturite's employees were qualified to do this. 

Texturite's on-site foreman testified that with polystyrene cladding contracts he 

would only attend the sites for the purposes of delivering materials when they were 

requested by the contractors. He personally did not have the expertise to supervise 

the work, and so otherwise did not visit. 

( 

[67] In the Ruling under appeal the Adjudicator concludes that there was no 

evidence to suggest Mr Mackfall carried out any sort of supervisory function.6 That 

was the same conclusion I reached having read the evidence. I think it unlikely 

Mr Mackfall visited at all during construction, but if he did on one occasion it could 

not give rise to an inference of creating a personal duty of care in relation to the 

construction work. His level of involvement falls well short of that which is found 

in cases where the director has become the human face of the company by dint of 

direct involvement in the construction activities. 

[68] The second alleged duty concerned the design of a faulty flashing. The 

Tribunal found that Mr Smithson, the builder, did not design it. However, there is no 

related direct finding that Mr Mackfall designed it either. The evidence is just not 

clear on the point and Mr Mackfall is emphatic in his denials. His denial must be 

assessed in the light of previous findings I have made. Given Mr Mackfall 's 

6 Given the Tribunal's finding, I do not cover in detail the reliance by Mr Smithson on the fact that 
"Mr Mackfall" added a margin. I record, however, that on my reading of the evidence there is 
no basis to infer that the margin was Mr Mackfall's personally, and it appears to relate only to 
materials. Accordingly, it does not support an inference that Mr Mackfall accepted a supervisory 
role. 



minimal personal involvement, it is equally unlikely he personally designed the 

flashing. I cannot see when he would have done so. There are other possibilities 

such as the contractors, the roofer and a combination of both. 

[69] In light of how matters developed at the hearing it is unnecessary for me to 

delve more into the detail of the evidence on this alleged duty. However, I record 

that I found Ms Whitfield's written submissions on the topic compelling, and 

accordingly agree that the proposed second basis for personal liability was also not 

made out.7 

C 
[70] The third claimed duty stems from Mr Mackfall personally attending the site 

not long after construction when an issue about a leak arose. Exactly what happened 

was the source of contested evidence, and there are no specific factual findings on 

the matter. The repair issue arose at a time when Mr Jones was still owner of the 

house. 

[71] Before addressing the evidence, it is convenient to note the authority on 

which Mr Robertson relies as comparably recognising a duty arising from repair 

work. In Johnson v Watson,8 Mr Watson was a builder. He returned to effect leak 

repairs over a period from 1991-1998. Sued in relation to the quality of those 

repairs, Mr Watson claimed that the proceedings were time-barred. In addressing 

that, the Court found that on each occasion Mr Watson returned, he owed a duty of 

care in relation to his fixing of the leaks. The Court observed:9 

The Johnsons were clearly relying on Mr Watson to exercise appropriate 
skill and care. He assumed responsibility to them by returning for the 
purpose of fixing the problems. It is in all the circumstances fair, just and 
reasonable to impose a duty of care upon him in respect of work designed to 
cure the leaks and thereby prevent further damage. 

[72] Turning then to the repair evidence in this case, Mr Mackfall's version of 

events was that: 

I here refer to the analysis of the factual events, and the evidence, as it relates to Mr Mackfall's 
role, and the proximity inquiry. It is not necessary for me to consider the submissions on the 
policy issue of whether a duty should be recognised. 
Johnson v Watson [2003] I NZLR 626 (CA). 
At [12]. 

8 

9 



(a) he received a call from the Smithsons saying there was a problem 

with a leak around the window on the left side of the front door; 

( 

(b) he attended the house and met them there. He says that while there he 

was shown three things. First, inside the lounge Mr Smithson (Snr) 

had removed some of the gib-board to expose an area under the 

window. Second, he and Mr Smithson then went outside, whereupon 

Mr Smithson cut an area in the cladding across the top of the window, 

and partially down one side. That showed a problem with the join 

between the head flashing (top of window) and the joint flashing 

(side). Mr Mackfall did not consider that join to be a responsibility of 

the cladder; 

(c) third, while there, Mr David Smithson climbed on the roof and said 

there was a flashing placed around the wrong way; 

(d) Mr Mackfall says he told the Smithsons to do what they felt needed 

doing, and he would get the contractors to come back and plaster 

whatever had been affected by the repair.l'' 

( 

[73] Looking then at the contrary evidence, Mr David Smithson said that he and 

his father were called to investigate a leak in the lounge window. Through hose 

testing they decided that the problem lay with a PVC flashing on the roof. They 

called Mr Mackfall to the site and he agreed to have Texturite employees re-flash it 

and reinstate the polystyrene. However, when challenged on the accuracy of his 

recall, Mr Smithson accepted that at the time he had no concerns with the style and 

nature of the flashing. He accepted it was only the litigation that made him aware of 

a problem in that regard. 

10 In terms of Mr Mackfall's credibility, I note I have had regard to Mr Davie's emphasis on a 
change in position by Mr Mackfall. My assessment is that the alteration reflects further thinking 
on an issue. Mr Mackfall's acknowledgement that his original sworn statement may be incorrect 
does not support any broader adverse finding. 



[74] Mr Smithson Snr likewise said Mr Mackfall was called, and agreed to fix it. 

In cross-examination, however, he became somewhat confused as to whether he had 

raised the matter at the site on that day or on another occasion by telephone. It is 

also unclear how Mr Smithson might have known of this defect as it was covered 

over, and not seemingly exposed until inquiries were being made in 2008, and a 

section cut out so it could be looked at. 

( 

[75] Finally, the Smithsons sent Mr Mackfall a bill for the painting work that was 

done after the work was finished in the lounge. Mr Mackfall did not pay it as he 

disputed his responsibility. Eventually his partner told him just to pay it and be done 

with it, and he did. The payment of the bill was argued by the other participants to 

be an acknowledgement ofresponsibility. 

[76] The present facts seem well removed from Johnson v Watson. On 

Mr Mackfall's version there could be no suggestion that a duty was owed. He did 

not at the time accept responsibility for fixing any problem, but rather said he would 

instruct the contractors to do remedial plastering work once the problems were fixed 

by others. 

[77] In relation to the Smithsons' evidence, the case for a duty arising is more 

arguable in that on their version Mr Mackfall, in some capacity, accepted a role. It 

may be that one could further argue he accepted responsibility on behalf of himself, 

rather than Texturite, to supervise the repairs that his contractors would do. 
( 

[78] There are, however, several difficulties with finding that Mr Mackfall owed a 

duty of care in relation to the repairs. First, the Tribunal has made no finding of fact 

on this, and on my reading of the evidence I would not view matters that way. It 
seems to me the Smithsons assumed a pivotal role in the repair work, and this is 

consistent with Mr Smithson's role as project manager. Mr Mackfall has 

consistently denied that the problem was his, and I consider it unlikely he would 

have generally agreed to accept responsibility as is alleged. Further, his version of 

events has some support in the evidence. When several years later the experts 

looked at the house, it was observed there appeared to be patching in the spot where 

Mr Mackfall said that Mr Smithson had cut into the house. That is the area to the 



side and top of the window. Further, if they were indeed looking at that part of the 

window, it is not the area where the main moisture issues arose with the windows. 

So it becomes arguable that the repairs in issue were successful and discrete from the 

later moisture issues. My conclusion is again, therefore, that it has not been 

established Mr Mackfall owed a personal duty of care in relation to the repair work. 

( 

[79] That conclusion means that Mr Mackfall succeeds in his appeal and ends up 

with no personal liability. Standing back, once it is established that the contract was 

with Texturite, and that Mr Mackfall was in no way a hands-on participant in the 

work, such an outcome is consistent with the outcomes reached in like cases. Those 

cases are summarised by Priestley J in the Tony Tay case and I do not need to repeat 

the exercise.11 However, it is plain that generally a much more significant level of 

involvement is required. 

Quantum 

[80] The Tribunal fixed quantum at $388, l 06.50. This is made up of: 

$335,961.00 

$ 37,145.50 

$ 25,000.00 

repair costs 
other costs, less a $10,000 betterment reduction 
general damages 

[81] There is no appeal against that figure. 

I 
\._ [82] The issue of quantum has been raised primarily by the Beatties. They are 

concerned as to the meaning of the Tribunal's decision. If the effect of the decision 

is to deny them the option of obtaining full recovery from any of the respondents (in 

reality from the Council), then they appeal the decision. 

[83] The uncertainty as to the effect of the decision comes from [83] of the Ruling 

under appeal. That paragraph follows on from an assessment that the respective 

contributions were 62.5 per cent (Mr Mackfall), 30 per cent (the Council) and 

7.5 per cent (Mr Smithson), and reads: 

II At (151 ]-(156]. 



... The claim is proved to the extent of $388, I 06.56. For the reasons set out 
in this determination the following orders are made: 

i. The first respondent, Porirua City Council, having jointly 
and several liability is ordered to pay the claimants the sum 
of $116,431.80 forthwith. 

ii. Homecreators Limited and D Smithson are ordered to pay 
the claimants the sum of$29,107.99 forthwith. 

111. Steve Mackfall is ordered to pay the claimants the sum of 
$242,566.77 forthwith. 

If these orders describe the full extent of each party's responsibility to the claimants, 

Mr and Mrs Beattie contend the Tribunal erred. 

[84] Perhaps the starting point to resolving the uncertainty is the expert evidence. 

As is usually the situation in these cases, there was a panel of experts called by 

different parties. They met prior to the hearing to discuss matters, and circulated a 

Report. The Report listed 12 defects that had been agreed upon. It then identified 

the damage caused by these defects, and the potentially liable patties. 

( 

[85] I consider there is a further significant feature to the Report. Most of the 

experts agreed that the resolution to the problem was a total reclad. This means that 

for 11 of the 12 defects, a column headed "Repairs required" was left blank. The 

only defect where a specific repair was identified was in relation to where paving 

went up too high against the garage. The repair required was recorded as being to 

lower the paving. Otherwise, given the blank status of the repairs required column, 

each defect was presumably to be fixed by the recladding solution. 

[86] Armed with the expert evidence, the Tribunal considered the liability of each 

respondent. As part of that exercise, if liability was found, the Adjudicator also 

determined to which of the 12 defects liability applied. One of the difficulties which 

arises now on appeal is that the findings in the liability section of the Ruling, and 

those contained in the subsequent apportionment section, do not always match. 

will, however, endeavour to deal with this when discussing each party. 

[87] First, the Council. The Tribunal found that adequate inspection at the time of 

construction would have identified defects 1-4, 6a and 7-8; and that if they had been 



identified and remedied, significant damage would have been averted. There would, 

for example, have been no need for a reclad, and the risks of damage to framing 

would have been greatly reduced. However, when it came to the apportionment 

exercise, unfortunately the defects for which the Council was held responsible were 

different, now being 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 and l 0. What probably matters, however, is that 

defects 3 and 8 are common to both lists. They are the major ones. 

( 

[88] Concerning the Smithsons as builders and project managers, the Tribunal in 

the liability section of the judgment deferred allocating the extent of their liability. 

This was done in the apportionment paragraph where there is liability identified for 

defects 2 and 4. These are relatively minor defects. However, further on in the 

ruling the Tribunal added defects 6b and 8 to the list for which Mr Smithson was 

responsible. Mr Smithson's contribution to defect 8 was described as "minor", but it 

is an important addition because, as noted, it is one of the two major defects. The 

other extra defect, number 6, is again minor. 

[89] Mr Mackfall is no longer liable. However, it is helpful to note the Tribunal's 

assessment, which would be Texturite Coatings Ltd's liability if it existed. As with 

the builder there was no specific finding in the liability section, but under 

apportionment Mr Mackfall was held liable for every defect save l and 4. 

( 

[90] Before concluding this summary of the relevant evidence, it should be noted 

that during the hearing the experts again conferred and apportioned to each defect a 

percentage of the total amount of damage. It was apparently a brief meeting one 

morning, and the particular expert who produced the figures on behalf of the Panel 

noted they were subjective and there were areas of disagreement. The total allocated 

added up to l 06 per cent. 

[91] Of these 12 defects the primary ones in terms of contribution to damage 

were: 

(a) 1.3 which covered problems around the side and bottom sills of the 

windows (40 per cent), and for which the cladder and Council were 

ultimately held responsible; 



(b) 1.5 which covered issues with the design and plastering of the 

parapets (IO per cent), for which the cladder and plasterer were held 

responsible; 

(c) 1.8 which concerned the junctions between the cladding, roof apron 

flashing, and the end of timber fascias (35 per cent), for which the 

cladder, the builder (minor) and the Council were held responsible. 

( 

[92] Returning then to the Ruling, I admit I am unsure what the Tribunal meant by 

the orders it made in [83]. I accept it is possible that each party's liability to the 

claimants is limited to the extent of the order, but if so that would be plainly wrong 

and so I doubt it was what was intended. 

[93] In Chee v Stareast Investment Ltd, similar evidence allocating a percentage to 

each defect was led.12 Wylie J, who was remitting the entire case back to the 

Tribunal, held that on the basis of that evidence it may be possible to apportion 

liability according to areas of leakage. If so that should be done. The question to be 

asked is whether the loss suffered by Mr and Mrs Chee was indivisible, or whether 

alternatively a rateable division could be made. 

( 

[94] I accept that is a valid question. The joint tortfeasors rule provides that where 

more than one person is responsible for the same damage, each contributor is jointly 

and severally liable for the loss. A plaintiff does not have to identify the extent of 

each party's contribution. Conversely, if tortfeasors at or near the same time cause 

different loss, then each is responsible only for the loss they have caused.13 

[95] There is a danger in misusing the apportionment done by the experts. It is 

helpful when assessing contributions within respondents, but the issue as regards a 

claimant is different. As Wylie J says, it is only if identifiable discrete damage can 

be identified from the defect that the joint tortfeasors rule can be avoided. 

12 

13 
Chee v Stareast Investment ltd HC Auckland CIV 2009-404-5255, 7 April 2010, Wylie J. 
See The Law of Torts in New Zealand ed Stephen Todd 4th Edition, Thompsons, at [25.1]. 



[96] Two cases said to support the idea that the expert panels' attribution of 

contributing loss for each defect affects liability to the claimants are Boyd v 

McGregor and Patel v Offord.14 

[97] In Boyd, Hugh Williams J was primarily looking at an apportionment issue. 

It is notable, though, that three solvent parties had been held to be liable - the 

plasterer, a labour only builder and the Council. The final sum was $292,518.34. 

The orders in dispute were that: 

(a) the Council pay $58,503.66, and be entitled to recover a contribution 

of $234,518.34 from the others; 

C 
(b) the builder to pay $29,251.84, and be entitled to recover $236,266.50 

from the others; 

(c) the plasterer to pay $175,511, but be entitled to recover $117,007.34 

from the others. 

[98] The orders concerning entitlement to recover from others make the point, as 

regards the claimant, that any of the three might be required to pay the full sum. As 

might be expected the Council was called upon to pay the full sum, even though its 

liability as between the respondents was the smallest. 

( [99] In Patel v Offord, the Tribunal did appear to allocate responsibility to the 

claimants defect by defect, as well as considering contribution between respondents. 

As it happened some respondents were I 00 per cent liable for every defect, so the 

present issue did not arise. On appeal Heath J was not called upon other than to 

consider apportionment, but the position remained that more than one respondent 

was jointly and severally liable for the full sum. The judgment of Heath J does not 

stand for the proposition that the level of contribution dictates liability to the 

claimants. 

14 Boyd et al v McGregor et al HC Auckland CIV 2009-404-005322, 17 February 2010, 
Hugh Williams J; and Patel v Offord HC Auckland CIV 2009-404-301, 16 June 2009, Heath J. 



[ 100] In the present case, defect 1 which concerns the paving up to the garage is an 

example of discrete damage. However, for the rest of the defects the panel has not 

differentiated in terms of the repairs needed. This is probably because it understood 

its task to be providing assistance on contributions within the respondents. In my 

view there is a danger of this evidence of undermining the joint tortfeasors rule if it 

is not properly used. 

C 

[101] In the present case one can safely say on appeal that the liability of both the 

Council and Texturite Coatings Ltd was established for the full sum. They would 

both be jointly and severally liable to the claimants. As regards the Council, they are 

implicated in both the major defects, and there is an express finding that proper 

inspection would have avoided the need for a reclad. 

[ 102] The position of Mr Smithson is less clear. On the evidence as it stands I am 

of the view that he also is jointly and severally liable for the whole sum. He is a 

joint contributor to defect 8, and the fact that his contribution was minor is relevant 

to the apportionment issue but irrelevant as far as the claimants are concerned. The 

experts' description of defect 8 is that it is a major contributor to the damage but 

detail of the damage is not given in the Panel's Report. 

[103] Defect 8 relates to the parapets, and the joins around them. The design of the 

house is that the parapets are numerous, and apparently occur on all sides. I consider 

it probable that contribution to this defect, plus the three other defects, means that 

Mr Smithson could not establish the damage caused by his negligence is divisible. 

However, I am inclined to refer the matter back to allow further evidence, and a fresh 

assessment by the Tribunal. It does not appear to me the relevant question has yet 

been addressed. 

[104] The final issue is to consider is the Council's appeal on apportionment. The 

present position is that the Council could recover 7.5 per cent from the Smithsons if, 

as is likely, the Council pays the entire loss to the claimants. Mr Davie submits this 

is a fair outcome, noting any responsibility for major defect 8 was minor. The other 

defects, in total, represent on the experts' assessment only 6 per cent, so overall 

7 .5 per cent is correct. In assessing this appeal, I have regard to the authorities 



discussed by Heath J in Patel,15 and note generally the need for caution before 

disturbing a contribution finding. I feel obliged to observe, however, that there are 

many aspects of the Ruling under appeal with which I have not agreed, and I 

consider it correct to look at it with a less constrained view than might normally be 

appropriate. 

( 

[105] I am of the view the Council's appeal in this regard must be allowed. The 

Smithsons have been held to have some responsibility as regards a defect that 

caused, on the experts' rough assessment, 35 per cent of the loss. I further agree 

with Mr Robertson that it is relevant that these respondents had an on-site role as 

project manager. In my view an automatic application of the experts' figures is not 

appropriate. Section 72 of the Weathertight Homes Resolution Services Act 2006 

gives flexibility, and even if it did not, the 35 per cent contribution assessed by the 

experts as applying to defect 8 provides it. 

[ I 06] An allocation of 7 .5 per cent in my view understates the role played by Mr 

Smithson. Notwithstanding the separation out of the cladding work, Mr Smithson 

had overall responsibility for the project. Further, he had been held liable in relation 

to four defects, even though some are comparatively minor. 

[ I 07] I consider it fair if the Smithsons are held liable to contribute 20 per cent of 

the cost which will inevitably fall on the Council. This reflects their involvement in 

four defects, and their general role in relation to the project. 
( 

Conclusion and orders 

[ I 08] It is confirmed that Mr Bennett and Inspect It I st Ltd have no liability. The 

appeal against this finding is dismissed. 

[ 109] The appeal by Mr Mackfall is allowed. He is not liable to the claimants, and 

does not have to contribute to other respondents. 

15 At [33]-[38]. 



[110] The appeal by Mr and Mrs Beattie is allowed: 

(a) I hold that the Porirua City Council is liable to the claimants for the 

full judgment sum. Interest is to run from 23 December 201 O; 

(b) For the record I record I would have made a similar finding against 

Texturite Coatings Ltd; 

(c) I do not determine the liability of Mr Smithson and Stockland Ltd. If 

it is necessary for this to be settled, it should be referred back to the 

Tribunal for further evidence, and determination. 

C [111] The appeal by the Porirua City Council is partially allowed. The contribution 

it can seek from Mr Smithson and Stockland Ltd is set at 20 per cent. 

[ 112] I accordingly order: 

(a) the Porirua City Council is to pay Mr and Mrs Beattie the sum of 

$388, I 06.56; plus interest from 23 December 20 I 0. The Council may 

recover from Mr Smithson and/or Stockland Ltd a contribution of up 

to $77,621.31, plus 20 per cent of the interest payment; 

(b) if the claimants require, the liability of Mr Smithson and/or Stockland 

Ltd to them is referred back to the Tribunal for determination in 

accordance with this ruling; 
( 

( c) if Mr Smithson or Stockland Ltd fail to pay their apportionment, then 

this judgment may be enforced against them up to the total amount 

identified in (a). 



C 

( 

[ 113] Memoranda on costs may be filed if agreement is not reached. 
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